CONTEST!!!  Bandana 2009: Wilderness and Safety

Bandana II is here! Intermountain region is going to produce another bandana to express our commitment to Wilderness AND our commitment to Safety. As we work and travel in wilderness, we need to honor wilderness character and stay safe. We need to think ahead to wisely address the challenges of working in wilderness – unpredictable conditions, communication difficulties, distance to medical assistance, and repetitive motion hazards. We also need to strive to protect wilderness character through minimizing prohibited uses such as motorized equipment and mechanical transport. Help IMR employees be aware of these challenges and strive to achieve a culture of safety and strong wilderness stewardship.

THREE WAYS TO ENTER AND WIN:

WORDS - Capture ideas of wilderness stewardship and safety in a concise vision statement or slogan.

IMAGE – Capture ideas of wilderness stewardship and safety in a bandana design. A typical bandana is square (about 17 inches), with one color fabric and one color imprint. Bandanas are typically folded and tied, so repetition of a design and message around the perimeter may be desirable.

BOTH – If you can put both words and image together, go for it.

Whether you are a writer, artist, neither, or both, give this a try. Prizes include items from the NPS Arrowhead store and books. Plus, your words or design could become the 2009 bandana produced for all IMR employees.

add details of how and when to submit………